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Illustration $5,000

Artwork $35,000

Mockup $1,000

Ownership rights per illustration $500

Ownership rights per artwork $10,000

Monetisation rights per illustration $250

Monetisation rights per artwork $5,000

Usage rights Free

Edit hour, booked before signing contract $500

Edit hour, booked after signing contract $1,000

Edit hour, registered charity rate $750

Pick and choose from the below menu or
review the packages on the following pages



STANDARD ARTWORK PACKAGE
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Item Quantity Unit fee Total fee

Illustration (incl 3 edit hours) $5,000

Artwork (incl 3 edit hours) 1 $35,000 $35,000

Mockup 3 $1,000 $3,000

Ownership rights per illustration $500

Ownership rights per artwork $10,000

Monetisation rights per illustration $250

Monetisation rights per artwork Yes $5,000 $5,000

Usage rights Yes $0 $0

Edit hour, booked before signing contract 3 $500 $1,500

$44,500

Need an artwork to print and sell on displays and products? This package offers a 3-mockup proposal, 
final painted artwork, 6 hours of feedback-based edits, plus the rights to monetise the artwork 
indefinitely.

What’s INCLUDED?

• 1 painted artwork
• 1 proposal including 3 mockups to choose from or hybridise
• Indefinite, non-exclusive rights to use and monetise the artwork
• 6 edits hours (3 included within the artwork, 3 additional)

You are welcome to adjust the package to suit your needs



ILLUSTRATION BUNDLE PACKAGE
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Item Quantity Unit fee Total fee

Illustration (incl 3 edit hours) 5 $5,000 $25,000

Artwork (incl 3 edit hours) $20,000

Mockup $1,000

Ownership rights per illustration 5 $500 $2,500

Ownership rights per artwork $10,000

Monetisation rights per illustration $250

Monetisation rights per artwork $5,000

Usage rights Yes $0 $0

Edit hour, booked before signing contract $500

$27,500

Need illustrations to use within a publication, website, or larger work? This package offers 5 
illustrations, 3 hours of feedback based edits, plus the rights to exclusively and indefinitely own, 
monetise, and use them.

What’s INCLUDED?

• 5 painted illustrations
• Indefinite, exclusive ownership rights

You are welcome to adjust the package to suit your needs



What’s included?
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Illustrations

Illustrations are individual, painted drawings of one element, such as a person, a building, or an object.
This price includes unlimited consultation calls, a first sketch for your review, 3 hours of edits for a second
sketch incorporating your feedback, and a final painting, delivered as a high-resolution digital file.
Discounts may be available for multiple illustrations.

Artworks

Artworks are fully detailed, painted pieces with a background and multiple foreground elements, such as
people, buildings, or objects. This price includes unlimited consultation calls, a first sketch for your review,
3 hours of edits for a second sketch incorporating your feedback, and a final painting, delivered as a high-
resolution digital file. Discounts may be available for multiple artworks.

Mockups

Not sure what you'd like your art to look like? Include a proposal in your commission. A proposal offers 1-5
mockups or ideas for final paintings. These mockups comprise rough sketches, inspiration photos, and
idea notes on what the painting would look like once finished. You'll have the opportunity to review the
mockups and select your favourite, merge multiple mockups into a new idea, or request more mockups.

Ownership rights

Hold exclusive and indefinite rights to the artwork created during the commission. This prevents the artist
from selling the artwork independently or licensing it to third parties. You are also free to use, edit,
monetise, or sell the artwork forever.

Monetisation rights

Planning on reselling the artwork on merchandise or online? Purchasing monetisation rights grants you a
resale license to profit from the artwork for 12 months. Renew your license annually or buy a multi-year
license at a 15% discounted rate.

Usage rights

By commissioning the art, you are entitled to free, indefinite usage rights. This means you can display and
reproduce the art, but are not entitled to monetise, license, resell, or edit it.

Edits

Most commissions require at least 5-10 hours of feedback-based changes. Hours of feedback-based
changes are billed at HK $500 per hour when booked in advance of starting the project. Extra hours
booked after signing the agreement are billed at HK $1,000 per hour. Registered charities can benefit
from a HK $750 hourly rate after signing the agreement.



Lead Times & Phases
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Brief 1-2 weeks for client review

After you fill out the ‘Get a quotation’ form at sophiahotung.com/commissions, I’ll be able to send you a
quotation, projected timeline, and an agreement for your review.

Agreement 1-2 weeks for client review, signature, and payment

The agreement reflects the terms of the commission. After reviews, signatures, and receipt of the deposit,
the project can begin.

Proposal
1-2 weeks to create proposal

plus a phone or email feedback session

This is an optional phase. The proposal is a PDF that outlines the confirmed brief and offers mock-ups
and concept ideas for the final artwork. On a call or over email, we’ll discuss your feedback, and come
away with a clearer understanding of what the final artwork will look like.

Sketches
1-3 weeks to create proposal

plus a phone or email feedback session

Sketches offer an unpainted drawing and notes for the final artwork presented in a PDF. On a call or over
email, we’ll discuss feedback on a call or over email before painting begins.

Paintings
2-4 weeks to create proposal

plus a phone or email feedback session

The final painting reflects all the feedback, conversations, and goals from previous calls. It will be a digital
art file delivered to you as specified in the brief.

Additional Edits Lead times vary depending on feedback

If the final artwork requires changes, further calls or emails can address additional edits at an hourly rate
of HK $1,000 for companies and individuals, and HK $750 for registered charities.



Previous Clients
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Pangolin Society is Sophia’s company that overseas the administrative and logistical side of her

creative work. It is also the home of The Hong Konger Fund, which has raised over HK $180,000 since

December 2022 and contributed over HK $100,000 more in free and discounted consulting,

resources, and labour to Hong Kong charities.

When you support Sophia and Pangolin Society, you are funding work that financially benefits and

supports Hong Kongers and non-profits across our community.

Sophia Hotung is a writer, digital artist, and chronic illness advocate whose work has featured at the

Affordable Art Fair, Digital Art Fair, Sotheby’s, and various galleries across Hong Kong. Her commission

portfolio includes art consultancy projects for Henderson Land, The Women’s Foundation, USA Rugby,

and Bookazine.

Prior to becoming an artist in 2021, Sophia worked in corporate tech roles in the USA, UK, and Hong

Kong. She now blends her creative work with her training in project management, product

development, and corporate communications to offer client experiences rooted in professionalism,

efficiency, and candour.

When you work with Sophia, you can expect:

• High-quality deliverables tailored to your organisation’s needs

• Agile and open-minded responses to feedback and requests

• Clear and accurate information of services, costs, and timelines
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